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Here At Last - Casting Shadows

                            tom:
                E
Intro: E

[Primeira Parte]

            E
I've been walking through this city

Tryna' find your face in strangers
   B
I'd like to think you miss me

While I'm burning up these payments
        Dbm7
I don't know why I'm searching

I don't know what I'm chasing
    A
Anymore

E
I've been fighting losing battles

Just to try and win the war
B
Hanging up on conversations

When I really wanna talk
      Dbm7
I don't know what I'm saying

I don't know who to blame
    A
Anymore
          B                  E
And I'm lost this time for sure

[Refrão]

           E
Oh, we're now here casting shadows to you
          B
Just to fill the space you left in the room
         Dbm7
If I had one more second chance

I will run right back to you
          A
Have you found a way to love somebody new?
                            E
Or are you casting shadows too?

[Segunda Parte]

        E
When I go back to that park where I met you in the summer
    B
Nothing's as it was

Without you it has no colour
      Dbm7
I don't know how to paint it
                                       A
But I'm holdin' on to all these faded places

          B                 E
Now I'm lost this time for sure

[Refrão]

           E
Oh, we're now here casting shadows to you
          B
Just to fill the space you left in the room
         Dbm7
If I had one more second chance

I will run right back to you
          A
Have you found a way to love somebody new?
                            E
Or are you casting shadows too?
                            B
Or are you casting shadows too?
                            Dbm
Or are you casting shadows too?
                            A
Or are you casting shadows too?

        E
We're out here casting shadows for you
         B
Just to fill the space you left in the room
              Dbm
If I had one more second chance

I will run right back to you
           A
Have you found a way to love somebody new?

[Refrão]

           E
Oh, we're now here casting shadows to you
          B
Just to fill the space you left in the room
         Dbm7
If I had one more second chance

I will run right back to you
          A
Have you found a way to love somebody new?
                            E
Or are you casting shadows too?

[Refrão]

           E
Oh, we're now here casting shadows to you
          B
Just to fill the space you left in the room
         Dbm7
If I had one more second chance

I will run right back to you
          A
Have you found a way to love somebody new?
                            E
Or are you casting shadows too?

Acordes


